
Dark Matter Detection with MAGIS
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MAGIS could also detect ultralight dark matter (e.g. axions)

such DM acts like a field, can oscillate fundamental ‘constants’ e.g. electron mass

energy splitting will oscillate with fixed frequency 

only observable if compare two clocks ➜ GW detector 

not observable in laser interferometer GW detector

Arvanitaki, PWG, Hogan, Rajendran, Tilburg, PRD 97 (2018)
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where T is half the time between the two ⇡/2 beam-
splitter pulses, L ' x2 � x1 is the light travel time be-
tween the two laser sources, and n is the number of large-
momentum-transfer (LMT) photon kicks each atom re-
ceives. In the limits of m� ! 0 and m� ! 1, �s asymp-
totes to zero. However, a nontrivial signal phase response
does occur when the period of the DM wave matches the
total duration of the interferometric sequence, namely
2⇡/m� ⇠ 2T . (By construction, T > nL, and T � L

for the setups under consideration.) For example, in the
optimally-matched case with a DM phase � = 0 at the
start of the interferometric sequence, all of the terms
in Eq. 9 are negative, because terms 2 and 3 (1 and
4) are generated during positive (negative) anti-nodes
of the DM wave, yielding a signal phase shift of or-
der �s ⇠ �4�!A(nL). The signal amplitude of Eq. 9,

�s ⌘ (2
R 2⇡
0 d� �2

s/2⇡)
1/2, for general m� is

�s = 8
�!A

m�
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Since �!A / 1/m� at fixed DM energy density (see be-
low Eq. 3), we deduce that the e↵ect decouples / m� for
m� ! 0, and / 1/m2

� for m� ! 1.
The experiment under consideration can be thought of

as a comparison of two atomic clocks. Here the clocks
are spatially separated, which is what makes it a GW
detector. This also creates a di↵erence in the e↵ect of
the scalar DM on the two clocks, allowing a di↵erential
measurement to cancel laser noise but not the DM signal.
This observable e↵ect di↵ers from that of other proposed
experiments searching for scalar DM using atomic clock-
based technology. For example, our proposal shows that
the scalar DM e↵ect can be detected using a single species
of atoms, in contrast to the methods of Ref. [9]. This is
because the di↵erential setup of Ref. [14] allows us to
compare the response of two otherwise identical atomic
clocks at di↵erent points in time, which is kept by the
phase evolution of the DM wave. The advantages of GW
sensors of the type described in Ref. [14] will thus improve
DM searches by many orders of magnitude over a wide
range of masses.

Additionally, our proposal di↵ers from the recent
Ref. [20], which also proposed atom interferometer GW
detectors for scalar DM detection. We consider the direct
e↵ect of the scalar DM on the internal state of the atomic
ensemble while Ref. [20] mainly relies on the DM e↵ect
on the Earth’s gravitational field. Our proposal achieves
best discovery potential in the most sensitive frequency
band of GW detectors, while Ref. [20] is sensitive only to
lower-frequency signals.

Experimental sensitivity.— The scheme proposed in
Ref. [14] can be realized in a ground-based interferometer
as well as in a space-based satellite antenna. A terres-
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FIG. 2. Parameter space for the coupling dme to electrons
(top panel) and de to photons (bottom panel), as a function of
dark matter mass m�. Blue curves depict the SNR = 1 sensi-
tivity envelopes of the proposed atomic sensors: a terrestrial
experiment operated in broadband mode (“AI-TB”), long-
baseline, broadband, space-based antenna (“AI-SB”), and a
shorter, resonant satellite antenna (“AI-SR”). Also depicted
are 95%-CL constraints from searches for new Yukawa forces
that violate/conserve the equivalence principle (“EP/5F”,
gray regions), atomic spectroscopy data in Dy and in Rb/Cs
(light and dark purple regions), and seismic data on the fun-
damental breathing mode of Earth (red). The potential reach
for an analysis on existing AURIGA data, representative of
the sensitivity of resonant-mass detectors, is also shown in
red. Green regions show natural parameter space for a 10-
TeV cuto↵, and allowed parameter space for the QCD axion.

trial experiment could be operated in a vertical shaft of
length L = 103 m with 10-meter interferometers at the
top and bottom, allowing free-fall times of T = 1.4 s.
We restrict to a maximum number of Nmax = 103 laser
pulses in order to retain atom number, which in turn
limits the number of LMT kicks to n = 250. We assume
shot-noise-limited sensitivity above f = 10�1 Hz with a
noise spectral density

p
S� ⇡ 10�5

/Hz1/2, made possible
with an atomic flux of 1010/s, or with fewer atoms and
significant squeezing [21].
A space-based satellite experiment can exhibit a much

longer baseline length L and interrogation time T , be-
cause the laser platforms can move on free-fall geodesics

Atomic Clock Detection of DM

1606.04541

Arvanitaki, Huang, Van Tilburg, PRD 91 (2015)



Dark Matter Detection with MAGIS
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MAGIS can also detect ultralight dark matter 
(e.g. axions) with 3 complementary searches:

1. single-baseline “gravitational wave” search 

2. equivalence principle violation search 

3. spin torque search

Arvanitaki, PWG, Hogan, Rajendran, Tilburg, PRD 97 (2018)

PWG, Kaplan, Mardon, Rajendran, Terrano, PRD 93 (2016)

PWG, Kaplan, Mardon, Rajendran, Terrano, 
Trahms, Wilkason, PRD 97 (2018)
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Figure 3: Sensitivity of MAGIS-100 to a B-L coupled new force, with 10≠16
g/

Ô
Hz acceleration

sensitivity (assumes 50 m launch, 1000 ~k atom optics, 108 atoms/s flux, shot noise limited). Shaded
red band shows estimated uncertainty in projected sensitivity. Yellow band indicates existing
bounds. Potential sensitivities of this method to general other dark matter candidates are shown
in [?].

demonstrated [?, ?, ?, ?]. The potential sensitivity of MAGIS-100 to one such dark matter candi-
date, a B-L coupled new vector boson, is shown in Fig. 3. In general, potential sensitivities to dark
matter candidates are shown in [?]. Note that, compared to existing bounds, MAGIS-100 would im-
prove the sensitivity to any such dark matter particles with mass (frequency) below approximately
10≠15 eV (0.1 Hz) by about two orders of magnitude.

Interestingly, the two dark matter searches described above are sensitive to similar dark matter
candidates, but within complementary mass ranges, extending the coverage of the dark matter
parameter space.

Third, dark matter that causes precession of nuclear spins, such as general axions, can be
searched for by comparing simultaneous, co-located interferometers using Sr atoms in quantum
states with di�ering nuclear spins. See [?] for a discussion and potential sensitivities.

2.2 New Forces
In addition to these dark matter searches, new fundamental particles may also be discovered by
searching for new forces. This opportunity was identified in [?]. Ultra-light particles that have
highly suppressed interactions with Standard Model particles, often dubbed “dark sectors”, emerge
in a variety of beyond-the-Standard-Model frameworks. These theories include forces mediated
by particles that can dynamically solve naturalness problems in the Standard Model, such as the
strong CP problem (QCD axion [?]) and the hierarchy problem (relaxion [?]). Such forces can also
arise in theories with extra-dimensions [?] as well as super-symmetry [?]. Due to its high precision,
MAGIS-100 can search for these ultra-weak forces, sourced either by the Earth or a test mass.
Several of these particles have made an appearance in the previous subsection as ultra-light dark
matter candidates. Here we can also search for the presence of these fields, but not necessarily as
dark matter. In principle there are two ways to do this. First, if the range of the new force is short,
it can be observed by modulating the distance between a test mass and the atomic sensor. Second,
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FIG. 3: Estimate of the exclusion sensitivity reach of the atom interferometer for the gaNN coupling over an integration
time of 1 year. Again, we see a flat frequency response at low frequencies due to the e↵ective DC response of the
phase shift. The signal reduces at higher frequencies in the broadband experiment as the phase shift is only sensitive
to the amplitude of the oscillations. This can be improved with a resonant experiment that amplifies the phase shift
at the axion frequency, which then falls o↵ due to the amount of time spent in each frequency bin. Future experiments
are primarily improved by reducing shot noise and increasing interrogation time of the experiment.

C. Sensitivity Estimate

With this noise-cancellation scheme in mind, we can thus calculate the sensitivity of the atom interferom-
eter using the shot-noise limit of �� = 1p

N
, where N is the number of atoms per second. For this analysis,

we take N = 108 atoms/s, giving a shot noise of �� = 10�4 rad/
p
Hz. We find the sensitivity in Figure 3,

assuming a total integration time of 1 year. We plot the sensitivity for both the resonant and broadband
experiments to demonstrate their relative sensitivity for current atom interferometers with interrogation
times of T ⇠ 1s. We also plot the sensitivity for resonant future atom interferometers that are in devel-
opment as gravitational wave detectors. These proposals include both a ground-based atom interferometer
with interrogation times up to T = 10s, and a space-based atom interferometer with an extremely long
baseline that allows for interrogation times of up to T = 100s. Both of these proposals also include the
possibility of using an increase shot repetition rate of up to 10 Hz, e↵ectively increasing the shot noise to
�� ' 3 ⇥ 10�5 rad/

p
Hz. These are all plotted in Figure 3, showing that this will improve the sensitivity to

the axion by up to two orders of magnitude, probing past the astrophysical bounds.
We find that this experiment is particularly sensitive to axions right around the transition mass of ma = ⇡

T
.

Below this mass, the interferometer is only sensitive to the total phase accumulated during the interrogation
time. Right above the transition mass, we see that the broadband and resonant experiment have nearly
the same sensitivity, but the resonant experiment quickly provides greater sensitivity despite the loss of
integration time. The resonant experiment shows strong sensitivity for several decades after the transition
point, at least up to the second kink where the limited number of laser pulses becomes an issue.

Further improvements include “bouncing” the atoms in the interferometer to increase the e↵ective inter-
rogation time, as well as spin squeezing to improve the signal to noise ratio towards the Heisenberg limit.
Current squeezing experiments have demonstrated squeeze factors of

p
N ⇠ 100, providing large signal

boosts as well as relaxing the requirement on atom number [79]. These squeezing techniques have not yet
been demonstrated in the context of atom interferometry, but in an optimistic scenario, we could expect at
least an order of magnitude improvement from squeezing.
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Force/Torque from Dark Matter
PRD 93 (2016) arXiv:1512.06165

These are the particles adelberger was already assuming exist anyway, we’re just saying they could also be DM 

New Direct Detection Experiments:

New oscillatory force/torque from dark matter

85Rb-87Rb

Atom Interferometers

In construction Kasevich/Hogan groups

split + recombine atom wavefunction 
measure atom spin and acceleration

Pulsar Timing Arrays
DM and gravitational wave 

detection similar

Be

Al

Torsion Balances

Eot-Wash analysis underway

scalar balance for force 
spin-polarized for torque

with Will Terrano ultralight DM and gravitational wave detection similar!



Possibilities for Light Dark Matter
All UV theories summarized by only a few possibilities 

(symmetry, effective field theory):

scalar

vector

�h†h, �OSM
SM properties 
(electron mass)

Can cover all these possibilities!

scalar

pseudo-scalar 
(axion)

vector
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arXiv:1512.06165

spin, NMR…

spin, NMR…

accelerometers, 
GW detectors,  

clocks…

EM detectors

EM detectors



Axion Frequency

Axion Mass (eV)
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Electromagnetic Axion DM Detection

LC Circuit, ABRACADABRA, DM Radio,

ADMX, HAYSTAC,…



The Axion

Strong CP problem:
creates nucleon EDM d ⇥ 3� 10�16 � e cmL � � G �G ✓ . 10�9measurements ➜

a

V

a(t) � a0 cos (mat)

Axion solution:
L � a

fa
G eGmake it dynamical so damps down towards zero

Preskill, Wise & Wilczek, Abott & Sikivie, Dine & Fischler (1983)

Axion is a natural dark matter candidatestill has small residual oscillations today ➜

how cover the full axion mass range?  a new type of coupling



Ultralight Dark Matter Detection
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coupling

current bounds

QCD ax
ion

+ broad general axion (& dark photon) parameter space ~20 orders of magnitude in mass 

likely more good ideas out there!

Atomic interferometers + clocks 
Torsion pendulums 

Atomic magnetometers 
CMB polarization 

Pulsars 
+ more!

NMR 
CASPEr

Lumped 
LC Circuit 

ABRACADABRA 
DM Radio

Cavity 
ADMX 

HAYSTAC

EM resonators & 
QND photon counting 

MADMAX 
ORPHEUS 
ARIADNE 

IAXO 
+ more! 

and “light dark matter 
detectors”

Cover entire QCD axion




